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The BCHR Network

The BCHR Network is pleased to present the BCHR Update
Newsletter, which provides a host of insights into the work of the
network and its members. The main purpose of this newsletter
is to a) share information about the work of the network and its
members to a wider audience, and b) to strengthen co-operation
and co-ordination between the network members themselves
and with other interested parties.
• Click here to learn more about the BCHR Network
• Click here for a complete list of the BCHR Network members
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Other announcements
A. CALL FOR SUBMISSIONS
• Registration for 1st International Conference on Environmental Peacebuilding
Now Open
The Environmental Peacebuilding Association is pleased to announce that public registration for the First
International Conference on Environmental Peacebuilding at UC Irvine is now open! Due to venue constraints, there
are approximately 120 spots remaining (after presenters have registered) and will be available on a first comefirst served basis.
For more detailed information about the conference, please here

• Public Private Alliance for Responsible Minerals Trade
The Public-Private Alliance for Responsible Minerals Trade (PPA) is a joint initiative among governments, companies,
and civil society to support supply chain solutions to responsible minerals challenges and opportunities - relating
to tin, tantalum, tungsten, and gold (3TG) - in the Great Lakes Region (GLR) of Central Africa. The PPA supports
actions to address conflict mineral concerns while delivering solutions that benefit those involved in responsible
minerals trade in the GLR. PPA activities and funding has enabled essential research, pilot programs, and support
to organizations working within the region, with the ultimate goal of producing scalable, self-sustaining systems,
to demonstrate a fully traced and validated supply chain in a way that is credible to companies, civil society, and
government. The PPA also provides a platform for coordinated, collaborative problem solving and dialogue among
government, industry, and civil society.
Learn more

.
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B. EVENTS, WORKSHOPS, AND COURSES
• Innovate Rights: New Thinking on Business and Human Rights 2019
Date: 14th May 2019 / Place: Sydney
The roles of business and government in relation to human rights are undergoing profound change. With
government retreating in many policy areas, business is increasingly being called upon to address human
rights challenges.
The conference will bring together local and global leaders from business, civil society, government and
academia to explore innovations in business and policy, opportunities for business to play a greater role in
improving human rights and practical solutions to rights challenges that industry is facing.
Learn more

• Business and Human Rights Practitioners Network
Date: 21st May 2019 / Place: London
The Business and Human Rights Practitioners’ Network welcomes you to its next event hosted by Hogan Lovells
on 21st May 2019. This will consider the impact of the Supreme Court’s recent decision in Vedanta Resources
PLC and another v Lungowe and others. An expert panel will discuss the Court’s decision and its potential
impact, as well as looking at other relevant cases and discerning any possible trends.
The discussion will be followed by drinks and networking. If you would like to attend please email admin@
bhrpn.org with Parent Company Liability Event in the title.
The event will start at 6 pm with registration from 5.30pm at Hogan Lovells International LLP, Atlantic House,
Holborn Viaduct, London EC1A 2FG.
Learn more
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• Towards Criminal Liability of Corporations for Human Rights Violations:
The Lundin Case in Sweden
Date: 23rd May 2019 / Place: The Hague
Last October, the Public Prosecution Authority of Sweden served Alex Schneiter and Ian H. Lundin, CEO and
Chairman of Lundin Petroleum, with suspicion of aiding and abetting international crimes. Also, the company
was informed of the prosecution’s intention to seek forfeiture of $400 million in criminally obtained benefits in
case of a conviction. The suspects and their company have been given until June 15th to study the case files
and to request for additional investigation. The trial is expected to open in the Autumn and may take a year in
first instance.
Learn more

• Teaching Business and Human Rights
Date: 12th-13th September / Place: University of Essex, England
The next Teaching Business and Human Rights Workshop will take place on Thursday and Friday, September
12-13th, 2019, at the University of Essex in Colchester, England. The 2019 Teaching Workshop coincides with
the annual Conference of the Global Business and Human Rights Scholars Association Interested attendees
would be able to participate in both events.
Learn more
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C. NEW LIBRARY RESOURCES
• Mapping artisanal mining
areas and mineral supply
chains in Eastern DRC.
Author: Matthysen, K. IPIS / Published on:
09th April, 2019.
In a new report and webmap, IPIS presents
its updated data on armed conflict and
armed interference in eastern DRC’s
artisanal mining sector. Building on extensive data, gathered over the last ten years, IPIS assesses the impact
of responsible sourcing initiatives in DRC, designed to address armed interference in mineral supply chains.
The report illustrates that responsible sourcing efforts have indeed improved the personal security of groups of
artisanal miners in several provinces. However, these are relatively fragile gains and the underlying problems
remain unchanged.
IPIS also establishes that most of the armed conflicts appear to be unrelated to mining activities. Armed
interference in artisanal mining often rather concerns illegal ‘protection rackets’, while armed confrontations
largely take place elsewhere and for other stakes. Nevertheless, these protection rackets do contribute to
the overall insecurity in eastern DRC and further stigmatizes the region to be an impossible area to conduct
ethically responsible business.
Learn more

• Project “Tierra de Resistencia”
Author: Matthysen, K. IPIS / Published on: 09th April, 2019.
A total of 1,179 defenders and 177 communities in seven Latin American countries were subject to various
attacks between 2009 and 2018 for their work related to protecting the environment, a report published Tuesday.
The Colombian organization Consejo de Redacción presented its "Tierra de resistencia" project in which it
investigates and denounces attacks against leaders from Bolivia, Brazil, Colombia, Ecuador, Guatemala, Mexico
and Peru.
Learn more
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International news
• Madre de Dios: Emergency to combat illegal mining and human
trafficking
Published on: 19th April 2019 / Author: Servindi
By Supreme Decree No. 079-2019-PCM published on April 17, 2019, the government declared the
districts of Madre de Dios and Huepetuhe, Madre de Dios region, in a State of Emergency due to illegal
mining and trafficking in persons.
Learn more

• Argentina: Trial against Mapuche community members due to conflict
with landowners, allegedly linked to hydrocarbons companies
Published on: 16th April 2019. / Author: Observatorio Petrolero Sur
On Wednesday, April 10, in the Judicial City of Neuquén, a trial against the Mapuche community of
Campo Maripe began, an emblem of the struggle against the unconventional hydrocarbon advance.
Although the cause is not driven by oil companies, but by the Vela family, which accuses the community
of usurping the territory it inhabits, Vaca Muerta looks stealthily behind the scenes. The motive of the
lawsuit is the collection of servitudes to the companies that operate there.
Learn more

• Indigenous people’s livelihoods at risk in scramble for lithium
Published on: 09 April 2019 / Author: Ethical Corporation
Eniko Horvath and Amanda Romero Medina of the Business & Human Rights Resource Centre investigate
how communities in Chile, Bolivia and Argentina are bearing the brunt of demand for the water-hungry
precious metal, with only one of the top producers having a human rights policy.
The so-called “lithium triangle” – an area spanning Chile, Bolivia and Argentina – holds around 60
per cent of the world’s lithium reserves. Demand for lithium, which is used for electric car batteries
and storing renewable energy, is projected to increase tenfold over the next decade, leading all three
countries to double down on being world leaders in this “white gold”
In Chile’s Atacama Desert, where lithium extraction has been under way for longer, communities are
experiencing water shortages affecting their home lives and agriculture.
Learn more
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• Google cancels AI ethics board in response to outcry
Fecha: 04th April 2019 / Autor: Kelsey, P. Vox
The board survived for barely more than one week. Founded to guide “responsible development of AI”
at Google, it would have had eight members and met four times over the course of 2019 to consider
concerns about Google’s AI program. Those concerns include how AI can enable authoritarian states, how
AI algorithms produce disparate outcomes, whether to work on military applications of AI, and more. But it
ran into problems from the start.
Thousands of Google employees signed a petition calling for the removal of one board member, Heritage
Foundation president Kay Coles James, over her comments about trans people and her organization’s
skepticism of climate change. Meanwhile, the inclusion of drone company CEO Dyan Gibbens reopened old
divisions in the company over the use of the company’s AI for military applications.
Learn more

• Major new inquiry into oil spills in Nigeria’s Niger Delta launched
Published on: 27th March 2019 / Author: IBukola Adebayo, CNN
A major new inquiry into oil companies operating in the Niger Delta has been launched by the Archbishop
of York, John Sentamu. The probe will investigate "environmental and human damage" in Nigeria's vast oil
fields.
"This Commission will investigate the human and environmental impact of multinational oil company
activity and is crucial to the prosperous future of the people of Bayelsa and their environment, Nigeria and
hopefully to other oil-producing nations," he said.
Learn more

• Canadian court dismisses Ecuador’s $9.5 billion claim against Chevron Canada
Published: 04 April 2019 / Author: Reuters
The Supreme Court of Canada dismissed claims attempting to force Chevron Corp’s Canadian unit to pay a $9.5
billion judgment handed down in Ecuador against the U.S. oil major over pollution in the Andean country.
Residents of Ecuador’s Lago Agrio region have been trying to force Chevron to pay for water and soil contamination
caused from 1964 to 1992 by Texaco, which Chevron acquired in 2001.
The villagers obtained a judgment against Chevron in Ecuador in 2011. But the company has no assets in the
country, and the villagers have been trying to sue it in the United States, Canada, Brazil and Argentina to enforce
the decision.
Learn more
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• Zamfara violence: Nigerian govt bans mining activities in troubled
state
Published on: 07 April, 2019 / Author: Tukur, S. Premium Times
The Federal Government of Nigeria has announced a total ban on mining activities in Zamfara State and its
environs.
The decision is part of fresh measures to restore peace to the state bedevilled by banditry. Hundreds of people
have been killed or kidnapped by the bandits in Zamfara in the past year. There have been suspicions that the
criminality is a fallout of the artisanal mining of gold and lead in the state.
Learn more

• Gold worth billions smuggled out of Africa.
Published on: 24th April, 2019. / Author: Reuters
Billions of dollars’ worth of gold is being smuggled out of Africa every year through the United Arab
Emirates in the Middle East – a gateway to markets in Europe, the United States and beyond – a Reuters
analysis has found.
Customs data shows that the UAE imported $15.1 billion worth of gold from Africa in 2016, more than any
other country and up from $1.3 billion in 2006.
Much of the gold was not recorded in the exports of African states. Five trade economists interviewed by
Reuters said this indicates large amounts of gold are leaving Africa with no taxes being paid to the states
that produce them.
Learn more
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Blogs and Opinions
Author by Global Witness / Published on: 23rd April, 2019.

Global Witness statement on launch of London Metal Exchange Responsable Sourcing
Roadmap
Global Witness welcomes the London Metal Exchange’s decision to introduce responsible sourcing rules for
LME-listed brands and will contribute a detailed comment to the consultation, building on a joint open letter
from 13 global NGOs sent to LME CEO Matthew Chamberlain, in December 2018.
Sophia Pickles, supply chain investigator for NGO Global Witness said:
“Global Witness welcomes responsible sourcing rules for LME brands and particularly requirements for
brands to publicly report on financial crime and corruption risks in line with EITI and OECD standards, and
on named individuals directly responsible for supply chain due diligence within their supplier networks.”
Learn more
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About our Network
The Network brings together researchers, practitioners and NGO members from various fields with the
aim of researching and analysing the role of business in conflict situations reducing the human and
people’s rights violations and any other negative social and environmental impact as well as other
adverse consequences. It also looks at the potential role of companies in relation to peace building.
The Network reflects upon the causes, dynamics and consequences of business involvement in armed
conflicts and systematic state repression, as well as upon existing or potential responses to such
involvements in light of the responsibilities of all concerned actors and ongoing international and local
efforts to develop and apply appropriate initiatives and guidelines.
Visit: http://www.networkbchr.org/
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Sharing and posting materials
We very much welcome your comments and suggestions for how the BCHR newsletter can better
serve the network’s needs and interests as well as those of its members. We kindly invite you to
share this newsletter with academics, NGO and practitioners that might be interested in its content.
If you are interested in contributing to future editions of the newsletter, please do not hesitate to
contact us at maria.prandi@networkbchr.org.
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